IJACK XFER
™

AUTOMATED TRI-PHASE
TRANSFER PUMP
OPTIMIZE CURRENT ASSETS | INCREASE PRODUCTION | ELIMINATE FACILITIES | REDUCE COST

IJACK™ XFER TRI-PHASE TRANSFER PUMP IS A SIMPLE COST-EFFECTIVE PUMPING AND
COMPRESSION SYSTEM THAT TRANSFERS OIL, WATER, GAS AND SOLIDS FROM THE
WELLHEAD DIRECT TO THE BATTERY WITH NO FACILITIES IN BETWEEN, LOWERING CASING,
WELL AND FLOWLINE PRESSURES SIMULTANEOUSLY, AND INCREASING PRODUCTION.
A SIMPLE SOLUTION WITH MANY CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS AND PROVEN BUSINESS CASES
1.

Eliminates / reduces emissions, venting and flaring

2.

Lowers well, casing and flowline pressures simultaneously, increasing production inflow from the formation.

3.

Lowers flowline pressures allowing shut out wells access to pipelines

4.

Pumps and compresses oil, water, gas and solids in emulsion or stratified form from the wellhead directly
to the battery with no facilities in between. Slugs, slurries, terrain contours and distances are not an issue.

5.

Reduces liquid loading on free-flowing wells and boosts the production to the facility.

6.

Replaces entire satellite facilities and significantly lowers operating, maintenance and reclamation costs

7.

Eliminates hydrates and chemical use keeping pipelines under the hydrate curves

8.

Flow back/unload thermal wells in a fraction of the time and cost reducing start up time and eliminating
flaring

9.

Installs directly to flowlines, headers, or risers

10.

Optimizes artificial lift systems by increasing down hole equipment run life, lowering stuffing box pressures,
decreasing workover frequencies, lowering PCP torque, lowering ESP power needs and pump length, cycles
plunger lifts more often, and lowers gas lift injection pressures and gas volume

11.

Minimal downtime, fewer maintenance intervals and substantially less horsepower compared to horizontal
screw and high-output pumps, resulting in significant power and maintenance cost savings

12.

Eliminates pump cavitation, gas and hydro locking issues

13.

A fraction of the maintenance cost of traditional horizontal pumping systems, completed on site and by
local service crews, resulting in lower cost of ownership

14.

Sets up in parallel units to maximize equipment usage efficiency during declines, or in series for high
pressure differentials
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INCREASE PRODUCTION UPSTREAM AND LOWER
COSTS MIDSTREAM
The IJACK™ XFER is an innovative stand-alone fully
automated plug-and-play tri-phase transfer pump
which pumps and compresses 100% fluids to 100% gas
(with a 98% GVF average) including sand and paraffins
through one flowline direct to a facility or battery.
UPSTREAM PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION
Tying an XFER directly into flowlines at individual wells,
well pads, headers or risers, will draw down well,
casing and flowline pressures simultaneously, resulting
in increased formation inflow. With lower flowline
pressures, previously shut-out wells will access existing
pipelines. As a benefit of the lower pressures, any
artificial lift system is optimized and liquid loading in
free-flowing wells is reduced.
MULTIPLE MODELS. MULTIPLE OPTIONS
Single unit production models can handle up to:
8,800 m3/d of fluid equivalent
Parallel units set-up will increase these volumes to
meet your requirements. In Series (2 Stage) unit setup will increase the Pressure differentials up to ANSI
300, 740psi (5100 kPa). ANSI 600 and 900 units are also
available.

MIDSTREAM EMULSION TRANSFER
Moving tri-phase production (oil, water, gas with sand
and/or paraffins) from the well to a satellite facility,
separating the phases, then sending the fluids and gas
in separate flowlines to a processing facility, is not just a
production challenge, it is also an economic challenge.
Depending on the medium and terrain, various facilities
might be required before reaching the facility. Operating
and maintain these facilities is a 24/7 job at a high OPEX
cost.
XFER solves these production and economical challenges,
and significantly reduces the operating costs, by sending
the emulsion as it is produced, directly to the battery
without the need of satellite facilities in between and
separate gas and fluid flowlines. Parallel XFER’s handle
high initial fluid and gas flow rates, then relocating units as
volumes decrease, puts an end to underutilized facilities.
In series XFER’s handle high pressure differentials and/
or discharge pressures required to push production
long distances and over challenging terrain. Eliminating
facilities achieves significant cost savings from building,
operating, maintaining, and dismantling them.
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
IJACK’s numerous Canadian and US patents include a
position control system to maximize pump efficiency,
and a buffer chamber (distance piece) that eliminates
cross-contamination of the production and hydraulic
fluids. The buffer chamber is also a safety feature which
prevents gas from reaching the general rated power unit.
You will only find these features on IJACK’s products!

The IJACK team is excited to work with you to determine which XFER set-up will best suit your application.
We also custom-design and manufacture units for specific needs!

WWW.MYIJACK.COM

YOUR XFER COMES SUPERCHARGED WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND MONITORING

IJACK™ RCOM: REMOTE CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEM
KEEPING YOU INFORMED 24/7.
IJACK™ RCOM remote control and monitoring shows you precise,
comprehensive, up-to-the-minute operating data, historical trends,
compression cards, alarm logs and the ability to remotely control your
units.
RCOM also includes an alerting system via email, SMS text messages, or
phone calls to alert you of any problems including power outages and
unexpected trend changes. RCOM’s artificial intelligence capabilities will
troubleshoot issues for you and keep you informed. Custom alerts can
be created for any metric of interest, and configured from myijack.com
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